My Pets

High interest stories about having pets and taking care of them.

SUMMARY:

In each of these stories, you will find notes about taking care of an animal. Each story is structured very similarly to help with reading. Once students understand the pattern, the next stories should be easier! Also, you will find many sight words in these high-interest stories.
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My Pet Horse

John has a pet.
His pet is a horse.
His horse is brown.
His horse has a name.
Its name is Dusty.

Dusty is a boy horse.
Dusty has four legs.
  Dusty is tall.
  Dusty has a tail.
  His tail is long.

John feeds his horse.
Dusty eats many foods.
  Dusty eats apples.
  Dusty eats carrots.
  Dusty eats hay.

John loves his horse.
My Pet Horse

Use the information in the story to answer the questions below.

1. FILL IN THE BLANK: His pet is a ________.
   A. Cow
   B. Horse
   C. Cat
   D. Dog

2. FILL IN THE BLANK: Dusty has _________ legs.
   A. One
   B. Two
   C. Three
   D. Four

3. FILL IN THE BLANK: His horse is ________.
   A. White
   B. Gray
   C. Brown
   D. Black

4. YES OR NO: Does Dusty eat apples?
   A. Yes
   B. No

5. YES OR NO: Does Dusty eat pie?
   A. Yes
   B. No
**My Pet Horse**

Use the information in the story to answer the questions below.

1. FILL IN THE BLANK: His pet is a __________.
   A. Cow  
   **B. Horse**  
   C. Cat  
   D. Dog

2. FILL IN THE BLANK: Dusty has __________ legs.
   A. One  
   B. Two  
   C. Three  
   **D. Four**

3. FILL IN THE BLANK: His horse is __________.
   A. White  
   B. Gray  
   **C. Brown**  
   D. Black

4. YES OR NO: Does Dusty eat apples?
   A. Yes  
   B. No

5. YES OR NO: Does Dusty eat pie?
   A. Yes  
   **B. No**
My Pet Dog

Pam has a pet.
Her pet is a dog.
Her dog is brown and white.
Her dog has a name.
Its name is Peaches.

Peaches is a girl dog.
Peaches has four legs.
Peaches is furry.
Peaches has soft hair.
Peaches loves to run.

Pam feeds her dog.
Peaches eats dog food.
Peaches eats biscuits.
Peaches chews bones.
Peaches drinks water.

Pam loves her dog.
My Pet Dog

Use the information in the story to answer the questions below.

1. FILL IN THE BLANK: Her pet is a __________.
   A. Cow
   B. Horse
   C. Cat
   D. Dog

2. FILL IN THE BLANK: Her dog is brown and __________.
   A. White
   B. Gray
   C. Brown
   D. Black

3. FILL IN THE BLANK: Peaches loves to __________.
   A. Eat
   B. Bark
   C. Sleep
   D. Run

4. YES OR NO: Does Peaches chew bones?
   A. Yes
   B. No

5. YES OR NO: Does Peaches eat biscuits?
   A. Yes
   B. No
**My Pet Dog**

Use the information in the story to answer the questions below.

1. FILL IN THE BLANK: Her pet is a __________.
   A. Cow  
   B. Horse  
   C. Cat  
   D. Dog

2. FILL IN THE BLANK: Her dog is brown and __________.
   A. White  
   B. Gray  
   C. Brown  
   D. Black

3. FILL IN THE BLANK: Peaches loves to __________.
   A. Eat  
   B. Bark  
   C. Sleep  
   D. Run

4. YES OR NO: Does Peaches chew bones?
   A. Yes  
   B. No

5. YES OR NO: Does Peaches eat biscuits?
   A. Yes  
   B. No
My Pet Fish

Susan has a pet.
Her pet is a fish.
Her fish is red and white.
Her fish has a name.
Its name is Goldie.

Goldie is a goldfish.
Goldie has no legs!
Goldie has fins.
Goldie has scales.
Goldie has big round eyes.
Goldie loves to swim.

Susan feeds her fish.
Goldie eats flake fish food.
Goldie eats fish pellets.
Goldie needs fresh water.

Susan loves her fish.
My Pet Fish

Use the information in the story to answer the questions below.

1. FILL IN THE BLANK: Her pet is a __________.
   A. Fish
   B. Horse
   C. Cat
   D. Dog

2. FILL IN THE BLANK: Her fish is red and __________.
   A. White
   B. Gray
   C. Brown
   D. Black

3. FILL IN THE BLANK: Goldie loves to __________.
   A. Eat
   B. Swim
   C. Sleep
   D. Run

4. YES OR NO: Does Goldie need dirty water?
   A. Yes
   B. No

5. YES OR NO: Does Goldie eat cookies?
   A. Yes
   B. No
My Pet Fish

Use the information in the story to answer the questions below.

1. FILL IN THE BLANK: Her pet is a __________.
   A. Fish
   B. Horse
   C. Cat
   D. Dog

2. FILL IN THE BLANK: Her fish is orange and __________.
   A. White
   B. Gray
   C. Brown
   D. Black

3. FILL IN THE BLANK: Goldie loves to __________.
   A. Eat
   B. Swim
   C. Sleep
   D. Run

4. YES OR NO: Does Goldie need dirty water?
   A. Yes
   B. No

5. YES OR NO: Does Goldie eat cookies?
   A. Yes
   B. No
My Pet Cat

Tom has a pet.
His pet is a cat.
His cat is orange and white.
His cat has a name.
Its name is Flash.

Flash is a boy cat.
Flash has four legs.
Flash has a long tail.
Flash can run fast.
Flash can climb trees.
Flash can catch mice.

Tom feeds his cat.
Flash eats many foods.
Flash eats dry cat food.
Flash eats canned cat food.
Flash drinks milk.

Tom loves his cat.
My Pet Cat

Use the information in the story to answer the questions below.

1. FILL IN THE BLANK: His pet is a _________.
   A. Cow
   B. Horse
   C. Cat
   D. Dog

2. FILL IN THE BLANK: Flash has a long _________.
   A. Face
   B. Legs
   C. Ears
   D. Tail

3. FILL IN THE BLANK: Its name is _________.
   A. Cinnamon
   B. Whitey
   C. Mr. Whiskers
   D. Flash

4. YES OR NO: Does Flash eat canned cat food?
   A. Yes
   B. No

5. YES OR NO: Does Flash drink milk?
   A. Yes
   B. No
My Pet Cat

Use the information in the story to answer the questions below.

1. FILL IN THE BLANK: His pet is a __________.
   A. Cow
   B. Horse
   C. Cat
   D. Dog

2. FILL IN THE BLANK: Flash has a long __________.
   A. Face
   B. Legs
   C. Ears
   D. Tail

3. FILL IN THE BLANK: Its name is __________.
   A. Cinnamon
   B. Whitey
   C. Mr. Whiskers
   D. Flash

4. YES OR NO: Does Flash eat canned cat food?
   A. Yes
   B. No

5. YES OR NO: Does Flash drink milk?
   A. Yes
   B. No
My Pet Hamster

Hannah has a pet. Her pet is a hamster. Her hamster is brown. Her hamster has a name. Its name is Muffins.

Muffins is a girl hamster. Muffins has four short legs. Muffins has a short tail. Muffins can run in a wheel. Muffins can play in a tunnel.


Hannah loves her hamster.
My Pet Hamster

Use the information in the story to answer the questions below.

1. FILL IN THE BLANK: Her pet is a __________.
   A. Rat
   B. Mouse
   C. Hamster
   D. Guinea Pig

2. FILL IN THE BLANK: Muffins has four __________ legs.
   A. Long
   B. Skinny
   C. Short
   D. Cute

3. FILL IN THE BLANK: Its name is __________.
   A. Muffins
   B. Cupcake
   C. Candy
   D. Fluffy

4. YES OR NO: Does Muffins eat cookies?
   A. Yes
   B. No

5. YES OR NO: Does Muffins drink water?
   A. Yes
   B. No
My Pet Hamster

Use the information in the story to answer the questions below.

1. FILL IN THE BLANK: Her pet is a __________.
   A. Rat
   B. Mouse
   C. Hamster
   D. Guinea Pig

2. FILL IN THE BLANK: Muffins has four __________ legs.
   A. Long
   B. Skinny
   C. Short
   D. Cute

3. FILL IN THE BLANK: Its name is __________.
   A. Muffins
   B. Cupcake
   C. Candy
   D. Fluffy

4. YES OR NO: Does Muffins eat cookies?
   A. Yes
   B. No

5. YES OR NO: Does Muffins drink water?
   A. Yes
   B. No
My Pet Lizard

James has a pet.
His pet is a lizard.
His lizard is green.
His lizard has a name.
Its name is Green Bean.

Green Bean is a boy iguana.
Green Bean has four legs.
Green Bean has scales.
Green Bean has a tail.
His tail is really, really long.

James feeds his lizard.
Green Bean eats greens.
Green Bean eats fruits.
Green Bean eats veggies.
Green Bean does NOT eat meat or bugs.

James loves his lizard.
My Pet Lizard

Use the information in the story to answer the questions below.

1. FILL IN THE BLANK: His pet is a __________.
   A. Snake
   B. Frog
   C. Turtle
   D. Lizard

2. FILL IN THE BLANK: Green Bean has __________ legs.
   A. One
   B. Two
   C. Three
   D. Four

3. FILL IN THE BLANK: His lizard is __________.
   A. Blue
   B. Purple
   C. Green
   D. Orange

4. YES OR NO: Does Green Bean eat meat?
   A. Yes
   B. No

5. YES OR NO: Does Green Bean have a long tail?
   A. Yes
   B. No
**My Pet Lizard**

Use the information in the story to answer the questions below.

1. FILL IN THE BLANK: His pet is a __________.
   A. Snake
   B. Frog
   C. Turtle
   D. Lizard

2. FILL IN THE BLANK: Green Bean has __________ legs.
   A. One
   B. Two
   C. Three
   D. Four

3. FILL IN THE BLANK: His lizard is __________.
   A. Blue
   B. Purple
   C. Green
   D. Orange

4. YES OR NO: Does Green Bean eat meat?
   A. Yes
   B. No

5. YES OR NO: Does Green Bean have a long tail?
   A. Yes
   B. No
My Pet Rabbit

Sara has a pet.
Her pet is a rabbit.
Her rabbit is tan and white.
Her rabbit has a name.
Its name is Jumpy.

Jumpy is a girl rabbit.
Jumpy has four legs.
Jumpy has a short white tail.
Jumpy has long ears.
Jumpy has very soft fur.
Jumpy likes to jump!

Sara feeds her rabbit.
Jumpy eats rabbit food.
Jumpy eats veggies.
Jumpy eats grass.
Jumpy does NOT eat meat.
Jumpy drinks water.

Sara loves her rabbit.
My Pet Rabbit

Use the information in the story to answer the questions below.

1. FILL IN THE BLANK: Her pet is a __________.
   A. Rat
   B. Rabbit
   C. Cat
   D. Dog

2. FILL IN THE BLANK: Jumpy has long __________.
   A. Teeth
   B. Legs
   C. Ears
   D. Tail

3. FILL IN THE BLANK: Jumpy likes to __________.
   A. Bounce
   B. Sing
   C. Eat
   D. Jump

4. YES OR NO: Does Jumpy eat meat?
   A. Yes
   B. No

5. YES OR NO: Does Jumpy eat veggies?
   A. Yes
   B. No
My Pet Rabbit

Use the information in the story to answer the questions below.

1. FILL IN THE BLANK: Her pet is a __________.
   A. Rat
   B. Rabbit
   C. Cat
   D. Dog

2. FILL IN THE BLANK: Jumpy has long __________.
   A. Teeth
   B. Legs
   C. Ears
   D. Tail

3. FILL IN THE BLANK: Jumpy likes to __________.
   A. Bounce
   B. Sing
   C. Eat
   D. Jump

4. YES OR NO: Does Jumpy eat meat?
   A. Yes
   B. No

5. YES OR NO: Does Jumpy eat veggies?
   A. Yes
   B. No
My Pet Pig

Peter has a pet.
His pet is a pig.
His pig is pink.
His pig has a name.
Its name is Porky.

Porky is a boy pig.
Porky has four legs.
Porky has a cute nose.
Porky has pointy ears.
Porky has a curly tail.

Peter feeds his pig.
Porky eats many foods.
Porky eats veggies.
Porky eats grass.
Porky eats bugs.
Porky eats leftovers!

Peter loves his pig.
My Pet Pig

Use the information in the story to answer the questions below.

1. FILL IN THE BLANK: His pet is a __________.
   - A. Pig
   - B. Horse
   - C. Goat
   - D. Cow

2. FILL IN THE BLANK: Porky has a __________ tail.
   - A. Long
   - B. Short
   - C. Round
   - D. Curly

3. FILL IN THE BLANK: His pig is __________.
   - A. Yellow
   - B. White
   - C. Pink
   - D. Gray

4. YES OR NO: Does Porky eat grass?
   - A. Yes
   - B. No

5. YES OR NO: Does Porky have a cute nose?
   - A. Yes
   - B. No
My Pet Pig

Use the information in the story to answer the questions below.

1. FILL IN THE BLANK: His pet is a __________.
   A. Pig
   B. Horse
   C. Goat
   D. Cow

2. FILL IN THE BLANK: Porky has a __________ tail.
   A. Long
   B. Short
   C. Round
   D. Curly

3. FILL IN THE BLANK: His pig is __________.
   A. Yellow
   B. White
   C. Pink
   D. Gray

4. YES OR NO: Does Porky eat grass?
   A. Yes
   B. No

5. YES OR NO: Does Porky have a cute nose?
   A. Yes
   B. No
My Pet Snake

Tara has a pet.
Her pet is a snake.
Her snake is green.
Her snake has a name.
Its name is Scales.

Scales is a boy snake.
His skin is scaly.
He does not have fur.
He does not have feathers.
Scales has no legs!
Scales has a long tail.
Scales can slither fast!
Scales likes warm places.

Tara feeds her snake.
Scales eats bugs.
Scales eats mice.
Scales eats living food.
Scales drinks water.

Tara loves her snake.
My Pet Snake

Use the information in the story to answer the questions below.

1. FILL IN THE BLANK: Her pet is a __________.
   A. Lizard
   B. Turtle
   C. Snake
   D. Frog

2. FILL IN THE BLANK: Scales has __________ legs!
   A. No
   B. Two
   C. Four
   D. Eight

3. FILL IN THE BLANK: Its name is __________.
   A. Greenie
   B. Slither
   C. Hisssss
   D. Scales

4. YES OR NO: Does Scales have fur?
   A. Yes
   B. No

5. YES OR NO: Does Scales drink tea?
   A. Yes
   B. No
**My Pet Snake**

Use the information in the story to answer the questions below.

1. **FILL IN THE BLANK:** Her pet is a __________.
   - A. Lizard
   - B. Turtle
   - C. Snake
   - D. Frog

2. **FILL IN THE BLANK:** Scales has __________ legs!
   - A. No
   - B. Two
   - C. Four
   - D. Eight

3. **FILL IN THE BLANK:** Its name is __________.
   - A. Greenie
   - B. Slither
   - C. Hisssss
   - D. Scales

4. **YES OR NO:** Does Scales have fur?
   - A. Yes
   - B. No

5. **YES OR NO:** Does Scales drink tea?
   - A. Yes
   - B. No